Antitrust law -- Economic aspects -- United States.


Bankruptcy.


Banks and banking -- Securities processing.


Church history -- Middle Ages, 600-1500.


Civil procedure -- United States.

Civil rights -- Kenya -- History -- Sources.


Collection laws -- United States.


Communication in law -- United States.


Conservation of natural resources -- Law and legislation -- West (U.S.).


Constitutional history -- United States -- Sources.


Constitutional law -- United States -- Interpretation and construction.

Construction contracts -- United States.

THE CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS BOOK: HOW TO FIND COMMON GROUND IN NEGOTIATING DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT CLAUSES / [EDITORS] DANIEL S. BRENAN ... [ET AL.]; ABA FORUM ON THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY.
2nd ed.
KF902 .B745 2008. LOCATION = LAW MEDIA.
KF902 .B745 2008. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.

Criminal liability -- Philosophy.

DISTRIBUTIVE PRINCIPLES OF CRIMINAL LAW: WHO SHOULD BE PUNISHED, HOW MUCH? / PAUL H. ROBINSON.
K5103 .R628 2008. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.

Electronic discovery (Law) -- United States.

E-DISCOVERY: TWENTY QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS / JOHN M. BARKETT.
[Chicago]: Section of Litigation, American Bar Association, c2008.
KF8902.E42 B37 2008. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.

Emigration and immigration law -- California -- Criminal provisions.

DEFENDING IMMIGRANTS IN THE NINTH CIRCUIT: IMPACT OF CRIMES UNDER CALIFORNIA AND OTHER STATE LAWS / BY KATHERINE A. BRADY, NORTON TOOBY, MICHAEL K. MEHR, ANGIE JUNCK.
10th ed.
KFC698 .B73 2008. LOCATION = LAW STATE LAW.

Europe -- Politics and government -- 476-1492.

JN7 .B57 2009. LOCATION = LAW ENGLISH LEGAL HISTORY.

Evidence (Law) -- United States.

EVIDENTIAL FOUNDATIONS / EDWARD J. IMWINKELRIED.
7th ed.
KF8935 .I45 2008. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.
Genomics -- Moral and ethical aspects.


Great Britain -- History -- 1066-1687 -- Historiography.


Great Britain -- History -- Anglo Saxon period, 449-1066.


Great Britain -- Kings and rulers -- Succession.


Hedge funds.


Income distribution -- OECD countries.


Income tax -- Law and legislation -- United States.

Indians of North America -- Arizona -- Directories.

ARIZONA TRIBAL/URBAN-STATE RESOURCE DIRECTORY / ARIZONA COMMISSION OF INDIAN AFFAIRS. Phoenix, Ariz. : Arizona Commission of Indian Affairs, c2007- E78.A7 A34 2007-08. LOCATION = LAW RESERVE.

Influence (Psychology).


Instructions to juries -- United States.


Intellectual property -- United States.


Intellectual property infringement -- United States -- Congresses.


International law -- Political aspects.

Judges -- United States -- Directories.

FEDERAL-STATE COURT DIRECTORY / [EDITOR, ROBERT S. WANT].
2008 ed.
KF8700.A19 F42 2008. LOCATION = LAW REFERENCE.

Judicial review -- United States.

FEDERAL COURTS STANDARDS OF REVIEW : APPELLATE COURT REVIEW OF DISTRICT COURT DECISIONS AND
AGENCY ACTIONS / HARRY T. EDWARDS AND LINDA A. ELLIOTT.
KF9052 .E39 2007. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.

Justice, Administration of -- North America.

WHEN LAW FAILS : MAKING SENSE OF MISCARRIAGES OF JUSTICE / EDITED BY CHARLES J. OGLETREE, JR.
AND AUSTIN SARAT.
KF8700 .W44 2009. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.

Law -- Philosophy.

LAW'S TASK : THE TRAGIC CIRCLE OF LAW, JUSTICE, AND HUMAN SUFFERING / BY LOUIS E. WOLCHER.
K240 .W65 2008. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.

Law -- United States -- Dictionaries.

LAW DICTIONARY FOR NONLAWYERS / DANIEL ORAN ; MARK TOSTI, CONTRIBUTING AUTHOR.
4th ed.
KF156 .O7 2000. LOCATION = LAW REFERENCE.

MODERN DICTIONARY FOR THE LEGAL PROFESSION / GERRY W. BEYER.
4th ed.
KF156 .R42 2008. LOCATION = LAW REFERENCE.

Law -- Vocational guidance -- United States.

FIFTY UNIQUE LEGAL PATHS / BY URSULA FURI-PERRY.
KF297 .F87 2008. LOCATION = LAW STUDY SKILLS COLLECTION.
Legal composition.


Liability for environmental damages -- United States.


Marriage -- England -- History.


Minority judges -- United States -- Directories.


Nanotechnology -- Moral and ethical aspects.


Non-governmental organizations.

Older people -- Functional assessment -- United States -- Handbooks, manuals, etc.

ASSESSMENT OF OLDER ADULTS WITH DIMINISHED CAPACITY: A HANDBOOK FOR PSYCHOLOGISTS.
KF390.A4 A87 2008. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.

Personnel management -- Arizona.

ARIZONA HUMAN RESOURCES MANUAL / DAVID A. SELDEN [AND] JULIE A. PACE.
KFA2482 .S45 2008. LOCATION = LAW ARIZONA REFERENCE.
KFA2482 .S45 2008. LOCATION = LAW MEDIA.

Pro se representation -- Arizona.

REPRESENTING YOURSELF: APPEALING A CIVIL CASE TO THE SUPERIOR COURT A GUIDE ON HOW TO APPEAL A FINAL ORDER OR JUDGMENT FROM A JUSTICE COURT OR MUNICIPAL COURT IN NON-TRAFFIC CIVIL CASES.
[Phoenix, Ariz.]: [Arizona Supreme Court], c2008.
KFA2930.A9 R46 2008. LOCATION = LAW ARIZONA REFERENCE.
KFA2930.A9 R46 2008. LOCATION = LAW RESERVE.

REPRESENTING YOURSELF: APPEALING A CIVIL TRAFFIC CASE TO THE SUPERIOR COURT A GUIDE ON HOW TO APPEAL A CIVIL TRAFFIC CASE FROM A JUSTICE COURT OR MUNICIPAL COURT TO THE SUPERIOR COURT.
[Phoenix, Ariz.]: [Supreme Court], c2008.
KFA2930.A9 R461 2008. LOCATION = LAW ARIZONA REFERENCE.
KFA2930.A9 R461 2008. LOCATION = LAW RESERVE.

REPRESENTING YOURSELF: APPEALING A CRIMINAL CASE TO THE SUPERIOR COURT A GUIDE TO APPEAL A CRIMINAL CASE (INCLUDING CRIMINAL TRAFFIC CASES) FROM A JUSTICE COURT OR MUNICIPAL COURT TO THE SUPERIOR COURT.
[Phoenix, Ariz.]: [Supreme Court], c2008.
KFA2930.A9 R462 2008. LOCATION = LAW ARIZONA REFERENCE.
KFA2930.A9 R462 2008. LOCATION = LAW RESERVE.

Securities fraud -- United States.

THE THIRD ANNUAL NATIONAL INSTITUTE ON SECURITIES FRAUD.
KF9369 .N38 2008. LOCATION = LAW MEDIA.
KF9369 .N38 2008. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.

Surety and fidelity insurance -- United States.

FINANCIAL INSTITUTION BONDS / DUNCAN L. CLORE, EDITOR.
3rd ed.
KF1225 .F55 2008. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.
**Taxation -- United States -- History -- 18th century.**

TAXATION IN COLONIAL AMERICA / ALVIN RABUSHKA.
HJ2368 .R33 2008. LOCATION = LAW TAX.

**Trusts and trustees -- United States.**

THE LAW OF TRUSTS AND TRUSTEES : A TREATISE COVERING THE LAW RELATING TO TRUSTS AND ALLIED SUBJECTS AFFECTING TRUST CREATION AND ADMINISTRATION, WITH FORMS / BY MYRON KOVE, GEORGE GLEASON BOGERT AND GEORGE TAYLOR BOGERT.
St. Paul, Minn. : West Pub. Co., 2008-
KF730 .B6 2008. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.

**United States, Emergency Economic Stabilization Act of 2008.**

Chicago, IL : CCH, c2008.
KF6276.62 .A2 2008. LOCATION = LAW TAX.

**United States, Supreme Court -- Encyclopedias.**

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF THE SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES / DAVID S. TANENHAUS, EDITOR IN CHIEF.
[Michael A. Berch / Removal under the Judiciary Act of 1789; Res judicata -- Rebecca White Berch / Wisdom, John Minor -- Robert N. Clinton / Mandatory jurisdiction; Marbury v. Madison -- F. Andrew Hessick / Orders; Supreme Court calendar]
Detroit : Macmillan Reference USA, 009.
KF8742.A35 E525 2008 v.1-5. LOCATION = LAW REFERENCE.

**Women -- England -- London -- History -- To 1500.**

THE WEALTH OF WIVES : WOMEN, LAW, AND ECONOMY IN LATE MEDIEVAL LONDON / BARBARA A. HANAWALT.
HQ1147.G7 H36 2007. LOCATION = LAW ENGLISH LEGAL HISTORY.

**Women executives -- United States.**

NO SEAT AT THE TABLE : HOW CORPORATE GOVERNANCE AND LAW KEEP WOMEN OUT OF THE BOARDROOM / DOUGLAS M. BRANSON.
HD6054.4.U6 B73 2007. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.
WHERE ARE THE WOMEN?: GENDER EQUITY, BUDGETS AND CANADIAN PUBLIC POLICY / JANINE BRODIE AND ISABELLA BAKKER.
HQ1236.5.C2 B758 2008. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.